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September 11, 2001, didn't represent the first aerial assault against the American mainland. With an extraordinary
array of information, Jack Cashill and James Sanders display the relationship between occasions in July 1996 and
September 2001 and proclaim how and why the American federal government has attempted to cover up the truth. First
Strike explains what sort of determined corps of normal citizens proved helpful to reveal the compromise and corruption
that tainted the federal government investigation. This book looks in detail at what folks saw and heard upon this fateful
night. The 1st came on July 17,1996, with the downing of TWA Flight 800.
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Flight 800 Great book. Factual and very interesting to read... Evidence Plus The writer makes a solid case for an
orchestrated government cover-up by the Clinton Administration in order to preserve his chances of re-election.today if
we're able to just Most understand there exists a huge problem in this country. The book is well-written and kept my
interest. Put into cool water and gradually bring the drinking water boil.. Intriguing book!soon you are cooked and never
knew what happened. wow lot if details go through it sent it to my child on long island Five Stars Good read Five Stars
Read it !. A "must go through"!. wow lot if details go through it sent it to my . Couldn't put it down.. Five Stars Good
read, and addresses the "behind the picture" view of the investigation, in good condition.!. The writer backs up his
conclusions with proof gleaned by investigative reporters and experienced pilots and engineers about findings first
reported and later refuted and redacted from the ultimate "official" survey by the FBI. The stealing and hiding of proof
by the FBI, who, for the only time we realize of, assumed the lead role in investigating this tragedy while shutting out the
NTSB, is usually shocking, shameful, and perhaps criminal. The book is certainly a convincing argument for corruption,
lying, and political game-playing by highest federal government officials. I feel just like the frog in the cooking food pot..
Another propaganda tome by the lame stream press in collusion with a politicized agency of . Five Stars Both authors go
quite a distance to explaining the TWA 800 tragedy and hide. Arrived speedily, in good shape. Another propaganda tome
by the lame stream press in collusion with a politicized agency of a profoundly corrupt Clinton presidency
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